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Customer Experience Management (CEM)
is not a single act, but rather a total
company-wide commitment
I read an article on the topic
of customer experience
recently and whilst it did go
into considerable depth,
there was one basic flaw. Customer
experience was described as “creating an
experience that exceeds customers’
expectations.”
hat term “exceeding customers’ expectations”
has become such a cliché, don’t you think? My
experience is that most companies believe
they have exceeded expectations as long as they
deliver the “five rights”  that is the right
product/solution, at the right price, to the right
place, at the right time, and in the right way.
How can we possibly know if we have exceeded

T
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our client’s expectations of us unless we ask at the
frontend what they are? We cannot benchmark our
performance regularly if we do not understand the
parameters.
Let’s
be
clear,
“Customer
Experience
Management” is a strategic understanding  not a
departmental name! Most people, in most
companies, don’t think about their responsibility for
providing good customer experience because they
simply don’t see it as their responsibility. The
problem is the good old whip and trident
management style, which works fine in a seller’s
market  and costs a small fortune most of the time.
The trouble is that you can’t see the cost from a
simple item on the P & L  most of it is hidden in the
cost of losing business, and winning new business.
Existing customers cost much less to keep than new
customers cost to win.
Excellent customer experience demands the

Editorial

creation of a strong commercial partnership “to
create and sustain a mutually productive
relationship, which serves the needs of both parties,
now and in the future.” The key word here is
symbiotic. Partnership does not mean eliminating the
tension between buyer and seller  it means that
topperforming organizations know how to strike a
balance between achieving immediate results and
developing the relationship fully.
Between 68% and 80% of your orders will come
from existing customers this year – unless, of
course, you are selling commodities. If you fail to
look after them, nurture them, respect them and
constantly work to earn the right to their business,
whilst pursuing a life of commercial promiscuity,
they will respond appropriately. “Commercial
promiscuity?” Our almost indecent obsession with
spending most (probably 80%) of our available
selling time hunting down new, more exciting
opportunities at the expense of our very loyal
existing customers/clients. These are the same
customers who were themselves once new and
“sexy” prospects, enticing us to invest considerable
time and money at the wooing stage, only to
discover fading interest once the conquest had been
made.
This is a burning topic for me and has been for
many years. I write about the huge gap between
intention and reality when it comes to customer
experience. I crusade on the need for much greater
focus on customer retention. I speak about the
millions of lost dollars in revenue when a customer
or client finally becomes disillusioned with the lack
of interest from the selling company and succumbs
to the charms of a competitor, who convinces them
they are “sexy” again. This crazy merry go round of
commercial illogicality, insanity and ineptitude is
never far from my thinking  it is shorttermism.
“Shorttermism refers to an excessive focus on
shortterm results at the expense of longterm
interests.” The London Financial Times
There is always a penalty for poor customer
relations. It plays its way out over the weeks and

months ahead when people – and those they
influence – simply avoid your firm and vote with
their feet. Which gets us back to relations with
customers. So long as the environment in your
organization is tolerant of taking a patronizing,
competing or negative attitude to customers, some
people will do just that.
And you, can you truthfully say in your heart of
hearts that you believe in the value and need for
everyone in the business to help to build good
customer experiences? If not, then watch out for the
competitor who will figure that out first, or the
person competing for your job who knows that is
how it’s done.
So do believe it, every customer really is a
consultant, and if you do believe it please share this,
because we all have to get better at looking after the
customers and clients that we have.
Customers are not like tissues, to be used and
then discarded. Any company that thinks like that
will soon find that the box is empty!
PS: Last week I published a related article, “Have you
recognized your company’s moments of truth yet?”
which you may enjoy. I asked, “So what is the value of
customer experience management? It increases spend,
loyalty, reduces cost, promotes your company through
positive word of mouth, differentiates you from your
competition and can help you charge premium prices
for your products and services.”
And I provided a wonderful example, “Recognizing
all the moments of truth in your company will allow you
to address weaker areas easily. For example, Jan
Carlzon of SAS identified almost 1000 moments for
customers using his airline. He then set his senior
managers the task of improving each of these by just
1%, resulting in a substantial increase in service – and
profit!”
n
You will find that post here.

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here
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How to Sell More in Less Time
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Jill Konrath and
they discuss her brand new
book.

JF: In your new book, More Sales, Less Time, a main
premise is that sales overwhelm is a huge issue
impacting sales organizations today. That’s a bit
controversial. Can you expand on that?
JK: It may be controversial, but it’s reality. Talk to
any salesperson. They’ll tell you that they have more
work than ever. That there’s no way they’re going to

8
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be able to get it all done. That they’re working non
stop, to reach higher quotas and don’t see anything
changing in the foreseeable future.
Sales leaders are feeling the same overwhelming
pressure to make their numbers. Right now, one of
their primary KPIs is to increase sales productivity.
To do that, they’re investing tons of money in sales
technologies, hoping to drive more revenue per rep.
What they’re missing is that there is something
that can be done now, at virtually no cost, that can
have a profound impact on productivity, adding 12
hours of time per day and minimize the “overwhelm”
at the same time.
JF: Isn’t overwhelm just a given in today’s hyper
competitive, everchanging business environment?
JK: It’s a logical consequence of how we’re working,
but it can be changed. And, honestly, it needs to be
changed because the consequences are far worse
than most people imagine.
For example, when a person feels even a little
overwhelmed, their body releases cortisol. This
stress hormone reduces the quality of a person’s
thinking. For salespeople, their ability to come up
with fresh strategies to today’s complex and
challenging sales issues is seriously reduced. Instead
of focusing on the tough stuff that needs to get
done, they tackle easier tasks just to feel a sense of
accomplishment.
Today’s buyers want to work with salespeople
who constantly bring them ideas, insights and
information on how to achieve their goals or solve
their problems. We have to be at the top of our
game; it’s the best and only sustainable way to
differentiate.
JF: What’s the solution? How can we add that
additional 12 hours per day and get rid of the
“overwhelm?”
JK: Good question, and one I spent many hours

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

researching; I was as burned out as everyone else.
What I discovered is this—the primary problem is
that we’re human beings living and working in a
digital world.
When we go online, our amygdala (the oldest
part of our brain) takes over looking for new,
potentially dangerous changes in our environment.
When it finds something, it’s rewarded with a shot of
dopamine, which is a highly addictive, feelgood
hormone.
So think about all those irresistible temptations to
click here, watch this, read that. We’re wired to be
distracted. Is it any wonder that we find ourselves
down disappearing into Facebook, Reddit or ESPN
when we’re supposed to be working?
But then things get worse. Research shows that
we interrupt ourselves every 2.5 minutes and that
recovery time is often 1020 times the length of the
distraction. That’s why we can’t get everything done
and feel like we’re always behind.
If we can control the distractions, we can easily
add an hour or two per day of good, highly
productive work time. Plus we’re much more
focused, strategic and creative. And we even have
time for getting better at our job.
JF: Salespeople need to be online. It’s essential to
do their job. So what can they do when they have
to work in the midst of the very thing that destroys
their productivity?
JK: As sellers, we need to understand that the way
we’re working today actually hurts us. The digital
environment is highly addictive; it lures us in. Even
when we’re offline, when we get stuck or bored we
bop on over to email, our favorite apps or
newsfeeds.
To prevent that from happening, we need to
establish some new rules for how we work. For
example, if we take 10 minutes at the beginning of
the day to identify the most important things that
absolutely need to get done, we’ll be more
productive. We can establish email check times,
rather than having it constantly on. We can turn off

all notifications, so we can stay focused. That’s just a
start.
JF: Jill, do you have any specific advice for sales
leaders?
JK: To help your sales team, start by talking about
the high cost of distraction. Together. Share articles.
Read books. Conduct experiments as a team. In
More Sales, Less Time, I share over twenty that will
stimulate conversation and improve how people
work.
Take a look at what salespeople do that isn’t
related to prepping for or interacting with
customers. Right now, less than 30% of a seller’s
time is spent on these valuable activities. See what
you can offload to less skilled, lowerpaid individuals
or to technology. Today’s highperforming sales
organizations are making this a priority.
Also, make sure your reps truly understand the
value of your product/service. They’ll work harder
and bring in more revenue.
JF: So far, we’ve only talked about the first third of
More Sales, Less Time and unfortunately, we are
constrained by copy maximums, so in a nutshell, Jill,
what other factors can make a big difference?
JK: If you’re focused on optimal sales performance,
there are a multitude of strategies you can embrace.
Like taking really good breaks is essential for being
uberproductive as well as being super savvy. Or,
leveraging trigger events to identify fastmoving
decisions. Or using systems thinking to pursue
opportunities. I could write a whole book on the
topic! Oh, I already did.
JF: Yes, you did and it is very, very good. I urge
anyone who is committed to gaining 100% control
of their commercial life to buy it and read it –
several times. Please go here More Sales, Less Time

Jill Konrath is a Keynote Speaker, Author,
3 Bestselling Sales Books, AwardWinning
Sales Blogger. Find out more here
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Rethinking Sales Compensation
Compensation is probably
the most discussed aspect
of sales and the biggest
chunk of the $900 billion
that U.S. companies alone
spend on selling. An estimated 85% of
companies use incentive plans which, on
average, account for about 40% of total
sales compensation.
et, in a survey of 700 firms, a whopping 20%
reported that their comp plans had “minimal
or no impact on selling behavior,” 12% said
they “do not know,” and less than 9% said their pay
plan “consistently drives precise selling behavior.”
That’s a lot of wasted money and managerial
effort. One reason is that sales comp is typically
based on some conventional wisdom that, in my
experience, is often false. Here are three assertions
that merit reexamination as you consider your sales
plan for the coming year:
“Money is the Only Motivator”: You hear this in the
often repeated assertion that salespeople are, like
vending machines, “coin operated.” But examine this

Y
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assumption. Are others in a firm not motivated,
among other things, by money (unlike you or me, for
instance)? Are sales reps somehow genetically
distinct and immune from other factors that affect
behavior in organizations: priorities, processes,
pride, professionalism, and so on? In numerous
studies of consumer behavior, risk perceptions, and
responses to different framing of rewards,
behavioral economics shows that people are, alas,
not simply rote profitmaximizing machines. Do
people suddenly become different people when
they join a sales force?
Anyone who has ever managed in a market with
hierarchical cultural traditions, for instance, knows
the value that salespeople and others put on titles,
rank, and other nonmonetary impacts on behavior.
Across cultures, recognition ceremonies reflect this
human need, as does feedback to reps about
performance. People are social creatures concerned
with their standing and how they perform relative to
others. As I’ve heard more than one salesperson say,
“we work for money, but strive for recognition.”
Money matters. But the point is that the right
comp plan is a necessary but not sufficient cause of
getting the selling behaviors you want. You can’t
substitute money for management. That’s why

Frank V. Cespedes

ongoing performance reviews are a necessary
complement to compensation and a key (but often
neglected) sales management responsibility. Any
comp plan is part of, not a substitute for, ongoing
performance management practices in a sales force.
People manage people.
“Comp Plans Must Be Simple”: Behind this
assertion is an implicit view of salespeople: they may
not be bright enough to understand a “complex”
plan. But this view is contradicted (often by the
same person making the simplicity assertion) by
fears that a complex plan will drive gaming behavior
by reps who maximize income with minimal effort.
I have yet to meet the sales force that, in the
aggregate, does not understand within a month the
economic implications in their comp plan. It’s a core
human trait: if a policy determines how you will eat,
you will study it in detail. Moreover, available data
across firms indicate no significant difference in the
percentage of reps who meet and beat quota under
more or less complex plans.
Will some reps game the system, any system,
complex or simple? Yes. As one CEO told me,
“Salespeople become experts in their pay plan,
regardless of its simplicity or complexity, and you
can count on unintended consequences.” But then
the issue is crafting a coherent winwin plan, not
fear of taxing sales peoples’ brains. In a strategically
effective plan, the company profitably acquires a
good customer when the salesperson wins a bonus
or commission. Also, more sales situations
increasingly involve inherently complex bundles of
activities: data analyses, team sales efforts, product
plusservice offerings, multichannel approaches, and
so on. You can pretend the complexity isn’t there in
your market and customer buying processes, but it is.
“We Pay for Results, Not Process”: It may seem
toughminded and “empowering” to say to reps, “It’s
up to you to figure out the best way to sell and I’ll
pay you for the outcomes.” But the process for
providing rewards is always at least as important as
the level of pay itself.
For one thing, a pay process reflects strategic

choices and management norms, explicit or implicit.
Incentive plans are always important company
communications about what’s really important and
are read that way by the sales force. At many firms,
salespeople receive big bonuses for results. But the
basis of the bonus (e.g., orders booked by an
individual rep) contradicts what the company, its
espoused strategy, and sales managers say they
want (e.g., referrals, joint presentations, or other
aspects of crossselling). The result is demotivation
or, worse, motivation toward the wrong type of sales
effort. In turn, this can hurt both customer
satisfaction and ethical norms. Consider the sales
results, versus process, at Wells Fargo.
Like other people, salespeople want to maximize
rewards and they want to know why they
succeeded or failed in achieving a goal. In fact, they
want to use that information to make more money
next month, next quarter, next year. The process for
clarifying or ignoring these causeandeffect links
affects future behavior. We may “pay for results, not
process,” but if we ignore process in a sales
environment, we often don’t get what we’ve already
paid for.
Like it or not, your sales compensation plan is
always part of motivational and ongoing
performance management practices (good, bad, or
indifferent) in your firm. Those three factors—
money, motivation, management—interact and they
affect both selling behaviors and strategy execution.
They must be linked in an effective pay plan, and
that’s a big part of what leaders—in sales and the C
n
Suite—get paid for.
Footnotes:
1

“Sales Compensation and Performance Management: Key Trends

Analysis,” CSO Insights.

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author of Aligning Strategy
and Sales (Harvard Business Review Press).
Find out more here
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Game Changers Make Sales
I have talked about the importance of a Sales Process for several years now
and a good Sales Process is essential. You can improve its effectiveness
significantly by designing your Sales Process around customer expectations
of professional salespeople.

A

good Sales Process alone won’t win you the
sale. Really significant improvements in your
chances of winning require Game Changers.

Game Changers
What do I mean by a Game Changer? Firstly it is
something you do in a sales opportunity that
radically disrupts the way the customer views you,
your solution or the competition. The emphasis is on
the word “radically”. Secondly it has to be something
that can be easily replicated and used again and by
other sales team members. Finally it has to be

12
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something that fits into a Sales Process stage.
Let me give you some examples. This first one is
about changing the way the customer views you  or
in this case views us  as it relates to a sale Infoteam
recently made to a worldleading provider of
equipment and solutions for technical education.
We had worked with the parent company
previously and I was asked to make a presentation at
their European Sales Meeting where I was
approached by the person who was managing their
Sales Transformation project. She was one of their
star sales people. She showed me the internal
project paper, which had many valuable elements,

Phil Kreindler

but revealed her lack of in depth knowledge about
how to make transformation happen. We worked
with her to improve the document using her
company templates and with her name on it. When
she was happy with it, she used it to present the
project to her board.
We didn’t try and get access to senior decision
makers and pitch to them. We made sure everything
was expressed from her organisation’s perspective
and we let her shine. The document radically
changed the vendor selection process in our favour.

Engineer your strengths into the customer’s
needs
Let me share another example, again from our own
experience of selling Sales Transformation
programs. This Game Changer radically disrupted
the way the customer viewed our solution versus
the competition.
We found ourselves up against a strong
competitor pitching for a very large project with a
global communications company. We knew the
competitor’s solution well and knew that their sales
methodology was often perceived as too complex
and difficult to implement. The objective of our
competitive strategy was to introduce our strengths
into the customer’s needs. We positioned interviews
with key decision makers as a way to better
understand the customer’s requirements but the
real objective was to implement our competitive
strategy. In the interviews we covered several
aspects of their needs but in addition we asked a
number of questions about the importance of a
pragmatic, easy to implement solution. By the time it
came to the vendor solution presentations the
importance of user acceptance was front of mind
with the key people and we won the business.

always just one or two people who come up with the
best ideas. This is no surprise. Psychologists like
Belbin long ago identified that in any group there will
be a few people who are good at coming up with
creative ideas. Game Changers are likely to come
from your best sales people  the ones who are good
at expressing what they do intuitively in a way that
can be effectively communicated throughout the
sales team and be used by all of them.
We are currently working with a large software
organisation on Sales Transformation and shortly we
are running a workshop with 400 sales people at
their global sales conference. We will run 40
Opportunity Pit Stops, all working on live
opportunities that need game changing ideas. At the
end of all the sessions we will collate all the game
changers and present them back to the 400
participants so they can take away a set of examples
that have been developed to meet real challenges
that arise when selling their own solutions in
different customer segments.
You may not have a 400 strong team but you are
almost certain to have some creative thinkers in your
team whose best game changing ideas need to be
shared among the whole team. Your objective is to
have a set of Game Changers for every stage in the
sales process. Using them effectively will mean
every Opportunity Pit Stop is a chance to define
game changers that will radically improve your
chances of winning the sale.

Ask yourself
l Is your sales process just a box ticking exercise?
l Do your Opportunity Pit Stops give people

genuine game changing ideas?
l Are you effectively sharing Game Changers
n
across your team?

Where do game changing ideas come from?
I have observed many groups of sales people striving
to come up with game changing ideas and it is

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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How to Master and Simplify Selling –
All at the Same Time
I was talking with a client
who spent quite some time
explaining how he always
follows the sales process,
carefully prepares the
questions he wants to ask, makes sure he
remembers to thoroughly qualify, prepares
and plans his presentations and considers
all the possible objections he may
encounter along the way.
hat is much more than most salespeople do
and it’s great that he cares enough and is
conscientious enough to be so disciplined. But
at the same time, it's not only too much work, it’s
also too complicated. If we compare what he is
doing to driving a car, he is still a beginner and here’s
why.
Try to think back to when you first learned to

T
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drive a car. You had to think about safety (seat
position, seat belts, mirrors, speed limits and the
rules of the road), placement of your two hands on
the wheel, making sure your feet can reach the
accelerator and brake pedals, when to use your turn
signals, remember to use the rear and side mirrors,
when to use your high beams, and if it was a car with
a standard transmission, how and when to shift and
use the clutch. And that was before you drove
anywhere!
Of course, today you don't give any of that a
thought. But it’s not because you forgot any of it.
Oh, you learned it alright, and you internalized it,
embraced it, and finally mastered it. Mastery is the
art of not having to think about what you are doing.
Most drivers listen to the radio, carry on a
conversation and navigate to their destination
without giving a single thought to how to drive the
car. Selling should be exactly the same as driving a car.
At some point, salespeople are presented with
the company's sales process, its stages, and the
milestones for each stage. If they are receiving

Dave Kurlan

effective sales training, they will also be trained on
the methodology or conversation required to
seamlessly move from milestone to milestone, along
with the strategies and tactics to ask questions, build
a case, thoroughly qualify, and present a compelling
proposal/presentation to get people to buy from
them.
When you first learned how to drive you
probably sat in the driver's seat of your parents' car.
You were also required to take a professional driving
course, road lessons, drive your parents around in
between lessons, and eventually (most of you)
mastered driving a car. Some took driving a bit
further and went on to become professional drivers,
including the best on the planet  NASCAR drivers.
Karl Scheible, a sales trainer in Austin Texas, said, “I
was a professional race car driver for the factory and
these days, I spend a lot of time teaching
performance driving at the beautiful Formula 1 track
here in Austin. I have an analogy. I tell the student
drivers that, ‘You are not going to learn a new skill in
a crisissituation. You need to practice certain skills
over and over until they are internalized and become
second nature. Then when the crisis occurs (and it
will) you will survive.’ It’s no different on sales.”
Salespeople must go through the same process,
including the professional instruction, practice and
desire to be the best on the planet. Most
salespeople skip three important pieces that should
occur between learning (initial training) and mastery
(effective selling). They skip:
l Internalizing
l Embracing
l Practicing

The only way to get from learning to mastery is to
practice! Role play!
In his book, “Back from the Dead”, Basketball Hall
of Famer Bill Walton talked about UCLA’s practices
and how they were so incredibly challenging and yet
the most fun. He said the practices were so well
scripted that he called them symphonies! The

practices were so powerful that the games, even
against the best competition, were always much
easier than practice. The games were so easy that
the players did not need to remember plays or even
think. All they had to do was execute. The team’s
system of running the fast break was so well
ingrained that executing was easy as it led to an 88
game winning streak!
Translating this story to selling, I need to point
out that most salespeople not only hate to roleplay,
but don’t believe it is necessary. Remember, as much
as the basketball team practiced, it was only their
own part that they were practicing. They didn’t have
the other team’s playbook and didn’t even prepare
for the other team. They simply practiced every
possible scenario that could come up so that they
were completely prepared  for anything.
Why should that be any different for
salespeople?
The difference is the degree of Desire and
Commitment to be the best. From commitment
comes discipline and from discipline comes not only
consistent practicing, but consistent execution.
Albert Gray, an insurance company executive in
the 1950's, said something that remains true today.
He said something along the lines of, “The only
difference between successful salespeople and the
other 77% is that the successful salespeople actually
do the things they don't like doing."
Dan Caramanico, a sales development expert in
the Philadelphia area, said, "Lots of teams practice
but the difference lies in the adage that it is not
practice that makes perfect. It's perfect practice that
makes perfect. Halfhearted practice or practicing
the wrong things is no help at all."
And I'm reminded of this message from Dave
Pelz' Short Game School. "Practice makes
n
permanent!"

Dave Kurlan is a BestSelling Author, Keynote
Speaker, CEO of both Objective Management
Group and Kurlan & Associates.
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What is Genius?
Paul MacCready is a writer
and inventor who has
carefully studied genius and
the ways people
understand that concept.
MacCready has evolved several categories
of what genius seems to mean, and these
can be useful starting point for defining
what genius really is.
n the first category is what Paul MacCready calls
the “everyone agrees” geniuses. These people are
the great icons of civilization, including Einstein,
Leonardo daVinci, Shakespeare, and Michelangelo.
Is there anybody who believes Einstein wasn’t a
genius? I don’t think so — so this category is for the

I
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geniuses who are elected by unanimous consent.
MacReady’s second category is the officially
designated geniuses. These are the people who have
won Nobel Prizes or other highly respected awards.
Whether or not we understand what they’ve
accomplished, we think of them as geniuses based
on their recognition by people who are supposed to
know one when they see one.
A third category includes people who haven’t yet
gained national or international prominence, but
who have done something so remarkable that they
seem to be in a different realm from ordinary
mortals. Some of these are prodigy young people —
students who have won national science contests or
gotten perfect scores on standardized tests. Often
they’re not the best in the day to day conduct of
school or business, but they have some special gift
that eventually reveals itself. Quite often, these
people are underachievers who struggle with

Dr. Tony Alessandra

shyness and low selfesteem. Their surprising
success is surprising only because they’ve
deliberately tried to stay in the background.
I think you can see how each of these three
categories seems quite legitimate — but it’s the
fourth one that’s really most important for this
article. And you may be surprised to learn that the
fourth category questions or even completely
refutes the other three. Because the fourth category
includes everybody. It’s based on the idea that we all
have the potential for achievements that are
wrongly considered possible for only a few. And
there’s plenty of evidence for this. After all, the
physical and mental challenges of learning to walk
and talk are more difficult than anything we face
later in life — yet the vast majority of human beings
meet these challenges successfully.
True, it’s been argued that these primary skills are
hardwired into our genetic makeup. But there are
many things that the genetic argument can’t account
for. In the 17th and 18th centuries, for example, it

was simply expected that every member of the
educated class would be able to read and speak
several different languages, write poetry, play a
musical instrument, and know much of the Bible by
heart. Furthermore, all these skills were performed
at a very high level and at very early ages. In other
words, thousands of people routinely displayed
abilities that today would be considered truly
amazing — and perhaps even evidence of genius.
But in those days what we call genius was just the
fulfillment of society’s expectations.
When we speak of everybody being a genius in
this sense, it doesn’t mean everyone has to get 800s
on their SATs or have an IQ of 150 or above. It
doesn’t mean everybody can play the violin or create
beautiful oil paintings. Those are other ways of
looking at the concept of genius. But right now, let’s
go back to the origin of the word itself. A researcher
by the name of Thomas Armstrong has done some
excellent work on this. He points out that the word
genius is closely related to the word genesis. It
comes from Greek and Latin words meaning “beget,”
“be born,” or ” come into being.” It’s also related to
the word genial, meaning “festive” or “jovial.” In the
Middle East, the term has been linked to the word
jinni, or genie, the magical power that lay dormant
and hidden in Aladdin’s lamp until a secret method
released it.
Combining all these roots leads to a very
powerful and beautiful definition of genius. It
means “giving birth to your joy.” In this sense,
genius is a word for an individual’s hidden
potential. It also includes the process of
discovering that potential and transforming it into
action. But the first step is belief. The first step is
certainty that you have greater capabilities than
you thought. Not only do you have those
capabilities — you also have a responsibility to
n
develop them and put them to use.

Dr. Tony Alessandra is the Founder/CVO of
Assessments 24×7. Find out more here
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SALES CADENCE TEMPLATES
TO DOUBLE YOUR CONTACT
RATES IN 20 DAYS

Most sales leaders know they need to give their sales
development teams a proven prospecting cadence to follow. But
many aren’t sure what’s the best approach or how to get started.
Here are seven templates you can use today to help you double
your contact rates in 20 days.
Each cadence is tailored for a speciﬁc type of sales development
team, so you can play to your team’s strengths.

DOWNLOAD YOUR TEMPLATES HERE

The Top Sales Hardtalk Series is Back!
Hosted by the ebullient Barb Giamanco, expect fastpaced, relevant and indepth
conversations that are always on topic.
We will be releasing one recording for download every Tuesday. Here is February’s timetable.
Tue 7th  Phil Kreindler
Customerized Selling – Learn How
Customers Want You to Sell

Tue 14th  Bill Butler
Account Based Selling

Tue 21st  Stu Heinecke
How to Get a Meeting with Anyone

Tue 28th  Andrea Austin
Sales and Marketing Alignment

And you if you missed any of December’s Hardtalks, you can listen to the recordings here too:
l
l
l
l

Jason Jordan 
Mark Hunter 
Shawn Finder 
Ago Cluytens 

Cracking the Sales Management Code
High Profit Prospecting: What’s Keeping You From Being More Successful
Lead Generation and Social Prospectings
How Insight Selling Can Help You Get More Leads, Wino More Often
and Build LongTerm Relationships

LISTEN HERE AT

The Salesperson as Thought Leader
As a sales manager, I’m
continuously assessing the
shifting trends and
demands of B2B sales, and
one reality is becoming
apparent: the need for salespeople to
become industry experts and thought
leaders who can consult with clients rather
than simply sell to them.

the intellectual leaders. A salesperson’s value is
equated to the amount of revenue they produce. I
contend that salespeople can (and need to) become
greater assets to the business by becoming
acknowledged thought leaders who represent the
company’s public face and attract potential buyers.
To reach this state, sales organizations need to
rethink how they train and develop their sales
athletes. Let me offer several practical suggestions
to get started:

#1: Live the User Experience
ith the advent of the Internet and greater
access to data, buyers are empowered as
never before. They don’t want to be
treated as another transaction, and instead seek
business partners who will respond to their unique
needs with a customized experience and solution
offering. While being a product expert was sufficient
twenty years ago, today’s enterprise sale demands a
different breed of sales professional.
Paramount in this new model is the deep
knowledge and credibility of the salesperson. In my
industry – technology – it’s often the company
founders and technical gurus who are regarded as

W
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Walking in the buyer’s shoes will give you more
insight into their needs and challenges than any
other approach. Ask customers if your salesperson
can spend a few days at their location shadowing
business users to understand how they utilize and
experience your products. Not only will this develop
completely fresh perspectives on how to sell new
customers, it will solidify existing relationships and
help you to get “deep and wide” with your
customers.
Ask the salespeople to document this experience
and the realworld challenges they observe, as these

Jonathan Jewett

can be helpful for testing and training. One of my
companies developed our own HBRstyle case
studies that we added to the training curriculum for
all new hires.

#2: Join the Implementation Team
Most salespeople step back once the sale is
complete and let the “experts” take over. Instead,
sales should take a greater role in joining and
learning from these teams. This might entail
participating in a handson way with a product
implementation team, or taking an active role in a
consulting engagement. It’s a way for salespeople to
stay connected to customers, experience the full
lifecycle of their products or services, and gain
further insight into realworld applications.

#4: Coordinate the Outreach Effort
Imagine the potential reach your company could
have if every employee shared new content with
their professional networks. Most of the time,
people rely on Marketing to spread the word, and
while this approach works, it’s not necessarily
bringing in new blood. I call this “unified sharing”,
and most employees should have no problem
sharing valuable new content with their contacts.
The hard part is coordinating this effort, and I’d
suggest a 3step effort. First, let people know when
new content is coming and tell them what specific
steps you’d like them to take. Second, make it easy
to share by sending people the document or link and
repeating what actions you’d like them to take.
Third, track results to verify the effectiveness of the
content and that your reach continues to expand.

#3: Develop Their Star Power
#5: Create a Content Hub
Professionals wanting to express their ideas have
multiple outlets through which to communicate:
blogs, social networks, video, selfpublishing, and, as
we’ll discuss later, content hubs. On the front lines
of business, salespeople have a unique perspective
on the challenges faced by companies in their
industry; the task is getting your people to express
these thoughts.
This is what I ask of my salespeople: become a
regular contributor to the company blog. Write
articles that can be added to the customerfacing
library and published on LinkedIn Pulse. Actively
seek out speaking opportunities at industry events,
and film these performances for posting on social
media. If writing’s not your strength, produce a short
video on a topic of your choice that can be posted
on the company’s YouTube channel.
One of the golden rules of customer outreach is
to add value on every correspondence, and sending
the customer one of your articles or videos really
gets their attention and burnishes your reputation as
a thought leader and industry resource.

My current company has created a destination
website for anyone interested in industry news and
perspectives. Our goal is to become the single
source of information for our market, and we offer
the latest blogs, news, opinions, and other media to
visitors. Our Content Hub is designed to educate
rather than sell, and it’s part of a longterm strategy
to position us as the premier vendor and thought
leader in our space. Salespeople are frequent
contributors, and this targeted platform becomes a
very big megaphone for our people intent on
building their brand.
Every company with an eye to the future should
be considering how to transform their salespeople
from conventional to extraordinary. Developing a
sales team of experts and leaders is a big step in the
n
right direction.

Jonathan Jewett is CoFounder and CRO of
BitPlay Today and the author of “The 40 Best
Sales Techniques Ever” on Amazon.
Find out more here
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CRM: It’s Time to Get Out and Drive
What is CRM? A software?
A database? A reporting
tool? A methodology? A
way of life?
n in our minds, CRM is nothing more than a
decisionmaking tool. When used well, CRM
helps sales managers and their reps make
important decisions such as how to spend their time,
which customers to target, and which opportunities
to pursue. It’s a means to an end, and that ‘end’ is
better selling through better decisionmaking. When

I
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used in that way, it’s the most valuable tool in any
sales force.
But most companies fall far short of extracting
CRM’s full value because they don’t teach their
managers and sellers how to make better decisions
using it. Sellers and managers are typically taught
how to put information into CRM and how to get it
out, and that’s pretty useful. But what’s more useful
is knowing how to use the data to do something
better.
To better understand this problem, think back to
when you were learning to drive an automobile.
Imagine your parents gave you a new car and

Jason Jordan

showed you where to find the steering wheel,
rearview mirror, brake, and gas pedal, but they never
taught you to actually drive it. Then they sternly
warned you that owning a car was a great
responsibility, and you had to keep it clean…or else!
But you never get to drive? What a bummer.
Well that’s CRM.
Sales forces are asked to enter information into
CRM without getting anything in return for their
effort. Like the unused car in the driveway, it has the
potential to radically change their lives.… But it
doesn’t. To make the leap from daily burden to
gamechanging technology, salespeople and
managers must know how to use CRM to make
better, faster decisions. And for that, companies
need to give their sales teams more than just the
technology—they need to also provide the decision
making rules. Without them, a decisionmaking tool
just isn’t that useful.
Sadly, sales forces operate without a lot of

decisionmaking rules. Sure, they’re given platitudes
like “Always be closing” or, “If you haven’t asked for
the sales five times, you’re not doing your job.” But
these kinds of rules are useless for driving real
improvements in performance. Instead, sales teams
need rules that help them get smarter about what
they need to do. They need to be able to confidently
answer questions like: What should I do today? How
can I improve my win rates? Which accounts
warrant my attention?
Many organizations assume that CRM already
provides this kind of guidance, but it doesn’t. CRM
has the capability to provide answers to critical sales
questions, but sellers and managers aren’t taught
how to use it to its fullest extent. Most CRM training
ends at the logistical level—how to log on, which
buttons to push, where to enter data, and how to
run reports. The full promise of CRM is rarely
realized, because users aren’t taught how to use the
tool to make better decisions and do their jobs
better. They sit in the car and keep it clean, but
they’re not allowed to go anywhere. Yep.… It’s still a
bummer.
As you might suspect, we believe it’s incumbent
upon sales leadership to establish decisionmaking
rules for their sales forces and then train their reps
how to apply those rules to make smarter
decisions. This requires a change in mindset.
Leaders must become less focused on whether
people are using CRM and more focused on how
they are using it. And not whether the data in the
system is accurate, but whether the data is useful.
To do that, you need to teach reps how to drive.
CRM is a powerful tool for making better decisions,
but most sales forces are asleep at the wheel.
Ladies and gentlemen, start your engines. It’s time
n
to go somewhere good.

Jason Jordan is a founding partner of
Vantage Point Performance, a global sales
management training and development firm,
and coauthor of Cracking the Sales
Management Code.
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Enablement Begins With
A Clear Definition, In Context
Imagine you are tasked
with cooking a meal using
ingredients that were given
to you. But you don’t know
your guests’ preferences
and expectations.
ou don’t even know whether you’re cooking
for a group of worldclass tennis players, for a
group of marathon runners, for a yoga class,
or for a group that consists of all the three.
Many sales enablement leaders feel like a newly
appointed chef in a kitchen who doesn’t really
know the guests.
Often they are simply asked to “enable” the sales
force. Most of the time, those new enablement
leaders are constrained from the start by the
meaning their executives have associated with the
term “sales enablement.” No surprise, as the term
still means very different things to different people.

Y
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And without taking the time to think about the what,
why, how, or to analyze their organization’s specific
context, the newly appointed enablement leaders
put themselves in the middle of activities. A new
program here, another one over there, and this one
here should be replaced by a completely new one. In
parallel, they make a few technology decisions to
“help” sales. And all of that because the executives
want to see results next quarter. So, the newly
appointed enablement leaders often don’t have
enough time to analyze the root causes of the
challenges and to think strategically before taking
action. Resources get wasted.
The consequence of this overly activitydriven
“the more, the better” behavior is more chaos
across the sales force instead of more value. The
“enablement menu” is inconsistent and has no
central theme.
Now, let’s discuss the problem in more detail.
Based on the work with our clients and our research,
there are three steps that help newly appointed

Tamara Schenk

enablement leaders establish a foundation to move
the performance needle.
First, let’s define what sales enablement is in
general.
Do your own research and think about the
industry definitions that are out there. At CSO
Insights, we developed this definition, based on our
research, client work and my experience in
developing sales enablement from an idea to a
program, to a strategic function at a global IT service
provider.
Sales Force Enablement — A strategic, cross
functional discipline designed to increase sales results
and productivity by providing integrated content,
training and coaching services for salespeople and
frontline sales managers along the entire customer’s
journey, powered by technology.
Let me quickly give you a frame of reference for a
definition in general. Based on Socrates famous
quote “The beginning of wisdom is the definition of
terms,” a definition’s real value is to bring all involved
people together on the same page. It’s about clearly
stating what something is (a strategic, cross
functional discipline), why it matters (to increase
sales results and productivity), how it is done
(various enablement services, powered by
technology) and for whom (salespeople and their
managers), and where it is based on (on the
customer’s journey).
Now, to be clear: Such an industry definition is by
no means a “religion.” Instead, it defines what you
should be doing as explained above. Additionally, a
definition should provide clarity and orientation, and
provide an outlook on how to evolve your current
enablement discipline, based on your context. It
helps to formulate your vision.
Second, analyze your context and point of
departure.
A definition itself doesn’t create any practical
value unless it is put in your organization’s context.
Imagine the definition of a traffic light (what to do
when the lights are red, yellow or green). But if you
don’t know the traffic regulations on which the

traffic light is based on, what’s the value of defining
the traffic light? It’s precisely zero. And that’s the
same with any enablement definition if you don’t
know the context.
This is why this second step is about analyzing
the context in your organization. Then you can
determine your organization’s current definition and
your level of ambition. Analyzing your context
begins with understanding the business and the
sales strategy, and analyzing the current sales
execution and the specific selling challenges. Then,
it’s about analyzing all existing training and content
services, and assessing them based on their impact,
quality, and relevance to addressing the identified
challenges. This preparation allows you to see where
you currently are, what elements of enablement you
are currently providing, and the changes you have to
make to create the most value for the sales force,
based on the selling challenges.
Third, connect the dots and create your
enablement charter, your blueprint for execution.
The third step is all about connecting the dots
from the first two steps. Develop your vision (where
you want to go), your mission (how you want to go
there) and define your purpose (why you exist).
Continue by defining your current target audience. If
you only provide services for salespeople now, that’s
totally fine. Clarity helps a lot. Then, derive your
goals and objectives, and the activities that have to
be done to get there, and put it on a roadmap.
Finally, define the enablement services you want to
provide. If that’s only in one area (such as training or
content), that’s totally fine. Also here, there is no
right or wrong. Your current charter is based on your
context and maturity, and that’s totally OK. The only
thing I’d recommend at this point is to focus on your
enablement vision. Only when you have your
enablement vision in mind can you take the next
n
required actions to get there.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director with
CSO Insights, The Research Division of
Miller Heiman Group. Find out more here
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5 Things Sales Managers Should Do Now
to Motivate & Inspire the Team
News flash – your team’s sales quota is about to go up, not down. So the
question you should be asking yourself is, “how can I motivate and inspire
each of my salespeople to produce at higher levels?”
ere are five sales management strategies
you can use to achieve consistent revenue
growth:

H

1. Emulate the best coach you ever had  In the
past, when I’ve asked participants in our sales
management seminars to describe what made the
favorite coach from their past great, the answers I
have received have generally shared a common
trend. That is, their favorite coach was someone
who they felt was committed to their success. It is
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the effort that these prior coaches put into
communicating and connecting with their teams
which the members of those teams later
remembered.
Rather than being the sales coach who turns up
only when a mistake is made or there is a bad
outcome, and thereby becoming associated with
failure, instead work to be the coach committed to
knowing each individual member of your team and
what their individual strengths and needs are. If you
regularly touch base to observe and offer feedback

Kevin Davis

on these strengths and weaknesses, your team
members will come to realize that you believe
deeply in their success.
2. Be a proactive sales coach – Here’s a simple truth
that no experienced sales manager can possibly
disagree with  Many salespeople see themselves as
being more effective than they actually are. And that
means they may be making mistakes that they may
not even know about, and they’re making these
mistakes again and again. Salespeople who think they
are better than they actually are – these are
salespeople who will not come to you to ask for
coaching.
Far too many managers sit back and wait until a
rep’s results tank before recognizing the problem and
rushing in to “coach’emup.” Trouble is, your
coaching arrives much too late and far removed from
the mistakes the rep made which caused the
problem(s) in the first place.
Resolve here and now to be a proactive sales
coach in 2017. Take coaching to your salespeople!
Everybody on your team can get better from your
coaching, even your better producers. But only you
can make it happen.
3. Remotivate salespeople who have developed a
lousy attitude – Sales managers tell me that well over
half of the sales performance problems they deal
with have, as an underlying cause, a rep with a bad
attitude. So helping a sales rep who has become
demotivated to move past their problem is a critical
sales management skill to master.
Sometimes, what a demotivated or uninspired
salesperson really needs is an honest conversation.
Try to avoid passing judgment or jumping to
conclusions. Rather, make specific observations of
what you’ve noticed, and open the floor to your
salesperson to discuss what problems or concerns
they may have.
Your demotivated rep has become distracted by
something and you don’t know what it is. It could be
anything from recent changes in a compensation plan

or a territory realignment. Or it could be a problem in
their personal life. You must first find out what that
reason is and then discuss the impact it is having on
their performance. By the end of the conversation
you want to reconnect the linkage between more
positive behaviors and their personal goals.
4. Set a Big & Bold Team Sales Goal for 2017 –
There is an inclination of many sales managers to set
modest goals. The problem with this is, as
Michelangelo said, “The greater danger for most of us
isn’t that our aim is too high and we miss it, but that it
is too low and we make it.” Playing it safe does not do
much to motivate anyone.
This is why setting a big and bold goal for the new
year is so important. That is, your sales goal should be
one well beyond anything the sumtotal of each
individual on your team has previously accomplished.
The effort to reach this new goal – and the message
to everyone to “beat your best in 2017”  will require
a great push. But with a big goal you communicate to
your team that each individual contributor can get
better.
5. Have a career development discussion with each
of your top performers – The loss of just one peak
performing salesperson can be devastating to your
team’s sales results. Because annual sales
compensation “kickers” for 2016 have only recently
been attained, January is a customary time for
salespeople to contemplate their future.
Your salespeople are far more likely to stay with a
manager who shows sincere interest in their career
development. Get ahead of this problem now by
holding 1on1 career development discussions. Ask
questions that are targeted at providing career
n
development beyond promotions.

Kevin F. Davis is the author of the
forthcoming book, “The Sales Manager’s Guide
to Greatness: 10 Essential Strategies for Leading
Your Team to the Top,” now available for pre
order on Amazon at "Guide to Greatness" book
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Meet the 2017 Top Sales World Contributors 
The Best of the Best

VISIT HERE

Studies Show B2B Sales Reps Are Out of Sync
with Buyers – But I Say It’s Not the Sales
Team’s Fault
According to Miller Heiman
Group, only 40% of sales
organizations clearly
understand a customer’s
issues before proposing a
solution.

dditionally, according to QVidian, 90% of
selling content is never used in selling, and
58% of sales pipeline ends up in “no decision”
or stalled deals because sales have not presented
value effectively.
That’s 3 strikes against sales effectiveness. These
studies highlight the ugly fact that sales reps:

A

l Don’t

understand the buyer’s world and
associated needs
l Aren’t using the selling content provided
l Don’t know how to communicate real value to
the buyer
Whose fault is it . . . the sellers? They often get the
blame as 37% to 45% don’t hit their quota. Might
sound strange, but I think the blame (and
opportunity) should center on the marketing
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function, before it’s even time to go to market.

Why Does This GotoMarket Sales
Performance Problem Exist?
Because marketing isn’t taking the time to position the
solutions that they want to go to market with – and
make sure that they are in tune with the value
prospects want. In fact, one of my firm’s partners,
Lawson Abinanti from Messages That Matter,
completed a study that shows that 57% of technology
and software marketers don’t have a formal process
for positioning. 53% of the participants admitted that
they don’t think they do enough research during the
positioning process and 45% don’t think they spend
enough time on positioning. And, as a result, there’s
“me too” positioning and messaging around
commodity benefits (instead of unconsidered needs
that can drive an unexpected urgency) and talk of
“transformations” that have no business value to IT
buyers.
The messaging, content and the sales
conversations that sales teams should be having
should be driven from the positioning – and if that’s
off from the beginning, everything else will be out of
sync. How can you expect sales to make the value
connection and have the right sales conversation if
all the messaging, emails, money slides, whiteboards,
and “all about my company and products”
PowerPoint content that marketing provides with
their gotomarket strategy miss the mark?

Why Is Marketing Having a ‘Value
Connection” Issue?
Marketing often falls into two traps. They feel that
the quicker that they can show the CSuite “leads” to

Bruce Scheer

validate their own value, the better. They are
measuring their success by the “tangible leads” they
bring in – even if the leads go nowhere. Marketing is
also often disconnected from the buyer’s world. Yes,
they’ll do their very best outside of their 12hour
day job to craft better content so sales can go to
market more effectively. The content finally gets
launched as an email or portal alert, sales doesn’t
embrace the new content, and it falls into the 90%
of selling content that doesn’t get used. At least
marketing responded, but selling conversations
didn’t improve. Precious time, energy and resources
were lost. Sound familiar?

How to Ensure You’ll Make the Value
Connection When Sales and Marketing Go
toMarket . . .
I’d like to suggest a much better approach. A core
team is formed with the charter to solve the
problem. The team is made up of members from
the business, marketing, product, and sales. They
decide the opportunity cost is way too high, and
they can’t afford to go to market twice. They wisely
engage with an experienced outsider to facilitate
the process and “jump in” to shape a better
message that connects with buyers. They shape
better sales content that will get used in up
leveling sales conversations. All involved start to
seek answers to fundamental questions like:
l Who are the target customers for our solution?
l What problem are these customers seeing or

more importantly not seeing that our solution
could help address?
l Who are the key buyers for solving this
problem, what are their top concerns and how
would they benefit personally from solving the
problem?
l What is the business value to their company
and the cost of delay in solving the problem?
l Why would the customer choose us over
competitive alternatives in solving the problem?

They then move through a process with specific
disciplines. As an example, FutureSight has a process
called “Outside Insight” designed to infuse external
perceptive into the process of crafting a highimpact
message and selling content. It has 4 key stages and
disciplines:
Stage 1: Scan – Here you gather and review
industry perspective on the solution domain,
competitor messaging and positions and internal
perspectives and answers to key customercentric
questions.
Stage 2: Develop – Here you craft initial
positioning and messaging, conceptual visuals that
help you describe the customer problem, solution
and set of benefits and review and iterate to hone
positioning, messaging and visuals
Stage 3: Test – Here you review positioning,
messaging and visuals with key stakeholders,
including customers, sales leaders and analysts.
Stage 4: Refine: Here you refine positioning and
messaging, build out initial selling content and
launch and learn which includes making sure sales
are trained to use the customercentric selling
content and refining the content once it has been
field reps who have been polled for areas for
improvement.

The benefits . . .
Following a process like this with set disciplines will
yield a much better message strategy and selling
content. This puts sales reps, including the seasoned
reps, in a much better position to map more closely
to buyers’ needs, express the business value
proposition, and motivate individual buyers to take
action. All this leads to improved selling
conversations and ultimately improved selling
n
performance.

Bruce Scheer is President of FutureSight.
Join the GotoMarket Sales and
Revenue Enablement Group here
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CRM and Business Technology
Implementations are no longer an IT Matter
“Half the money I spend on
advertising is wasted. The
trouble is, I don’t know
which half.”

his famous line was reportedly first uttered in
the 19th century by store merchant and
Postmaster
General
John
Vansant
Wanamaker (1838 – 1922). He must have been
onto something because here we are, more than
150 years later, still quoting him. Except that we are
no longer just saying this about advertising. No, the
saying has extended to business technology,

T
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marketing and social media.
There are those that would argue that modern
technology, the internet and cloud computing have
made everything more transparent and measurable.
But I would argue otherwise, and here is just one
reason why: over 85% of organisations in an
Accenture and CSO ‘Insights’ 2012 report did not
increase revenue on the back of technology
deployments, and over 90% did not reduce the time
it takes to make a sale.
These statistics are featured in my book The
OneTEAM Method because I believe they are very
significant.
They clearly highlight why technology alone does
not make a significant business difference, despite

Peter Strohkorb

the hype of the IT vendors to the contrary and the
often huge investments made.
Hang on a minute, what about all these detailed
business cases that we painstakingly prepare to help
us decide whether to invest in a certain technology
or not? Surely they can’t all be wrong?
Well, yes, they can be, and they often are. If your
projected user uptake or participation rates and your
data quality assumptions are unrealistic, then your
entire business case is most certainly wrong.
It’s not your fault, you’re only human. It’s human
nature to prefer something tangible, such as
technology. We can touch it, feel it, see it, which
makes us feel safe and comfortable with our
decision.
If we don’t include our people before making the
investment, however, then who is going to
guarantee that the utilisation rate that is quoted in
your business case will actually eventuate? As I
pointed out in my LinkedIn Pulse post ‘Change or
Die’, old habits can be hard to break, and resistance
to change is human nature.
So, as hard as it may be for humans to do, we also
need to invest in less tangible initiatives that help
our people to understand why they need to
collaborate (if necessary), and then guide them to
understand how they best do so. This is the only
way to ensure that your CRM and Martech
investments will live up to their business case.
I speak to a lot of IT vendors who say the first
item in their implementation project quotes that
clients reject is change management.
‘Take that out, we’ll do that ourselves’ is the often
heard mantra. Oh really?
You have people sitting idle on the bench, ready
to take on a new project?
You have the specialist expertise inhouse to pull
this off successfully ?
If all your people are already fully utilised, what
will you stop doing in order to start your new CRM
or Martech implementation?
‘We’ll hand it over to IT, they will manage it for
us. It’s a technology project, after all’. Oh really?

So, you will give this critical business
improvement initiative to the very people who are
not goaled on the realisation of the huge business
benefits, as promised in your business case, and who
are more often perceived as a cost centre and
therefore goaled solely on ‘install the technology on
time and onbudget’?
What do you think will happen? Have another
look at the Accenture figures above. That’s what will
happen.
The mindset of your people is a critical factor that
can mean the difference between glowing success
and
dismal
failure.
Business
technology
implementations are not an IT matter any longer.
The cloud has made sure of that. It is now the people
who use the technology that matter the most.
So, unless you get your people ready for the new
technology and the changes that come with it
before you start your CRM or martech
implementation, you are most likely to have your
project end up among the 85% of organisations
whose revenue did not increase after a significant
technology investment.
So, as counterintuitive and intangible as it may
seem, you need to start with your people in mind.
Specifically, get them to agree that the change is
desirable first, and then let them agree on how they
want to work together in the future before you
embark on an IT implementation project.
"Ironically, it’s best to leave your technology and
its deployment to last in the implementation process
if you want your technology investment to yield the
positive outcomes that your business case is looking
for."
So, it’s People → Processes → Technology, that is
the magic sequence that delivers positive results. n

Peter Strohkorb is an international Business
Consultant, a published Author and a
professional Business Speaker. He is also a
popular Executive MBA guest Lecturer at the
prestigious Sydney Business School.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month

Top Sales Post

January’s Top Sales Post
The Five Whys of Sales Development by Trish Bertuzzi

R

ecently, I had a conversation with the CRO of an
exciting SaaS startup. He had just built a sales
development team and was frustrated with the
results to date. Prior to his current role, he was
Director of Sales for a wellestablished, big name
company. Now at a startup, he faced no name
recognition and nexttono inbound marketing
support.
I asked him about the specifics of his SDR
strategy and he replied, “I replicated what we had in
place at BigCo. It worked extremely well there, so
why not here?”
And therein lies the problem.
Sales development is not one size fits all. That
conversation is far from unique—I have them all too
frequently. So much so, that I created a framework
to
help
companies
think
through
their

implementations. Let me set the stage a bit.
In 1925, Edward Strong, PhD, a professor of
applied psychology at Stanford University, made the
concept of AIDA famous. The four steps in AIDA
stand for attention, interest, desire, and action. AIDA
is a simple framework for thinking about the stages
buyers pass through when making a businessto
business (B2B) purchase.
But nothing about B2B selling is simple
anymore.
To be successful today, you must align with the
way your prospects think and work (often called the
buyer’s journey). I’ve taken a spin on AIDA and built
a fivestep framework for thinking about the modern
B2B buying process. I call it The Five Whys.
Read Full Article Here
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